DIVISION OF PERIODONTOLOGY, DIAGNOSTIC SCIENCES
AND DENTAL HYGIENE

The Herman Ostrow School of Dentistry of USC seeks applicants for a full-time faculty position at the rank of Associate Professor of Clinical Dentistry in the Division of Periodontology, Diagnostic Sciences and Dental Hygiene.

The ideal candidate will lead and direct distance education for the Orofacial Pain and Oral Medicine programs, in collaboration with the Assistant Dean for Distance Education, teach pre-doctoral dental students in the classroom and clinic, teach post-doctoral residents in the Orofacial Pain and Oral Medicine clinic and seminars, develop new programs in distance education for global-outreach to international students and scholars, monitor the effectiveness of the curriculum, including didactic and clinical components, according to CODA accreditation and educational standards.

Candidates applying for this position must have a DDS or DMD degree and a Post-graduate degree in Orofacial Pain and TMJ Dysfunction and a minimum of three years of academic and clinical teaching experience in the Orofacial Pain and Oral Medicine disciplines.

Interested applicants must submit a cover letter, complete curriculum vitae, and arrange to have at least three letters of reference sent to:

Dr. Case Chen, Professor and Chair
Division of Periodontology, Diagnostic Sciences and Dental Hygiene
c/o: Wendy Whitfield
925 West 34th Street, DEN 4240
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0641
Email: wwhitfi@usc.edu

Consideration of applicants will begin immediately and will continue until the position is filled.

USC is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, protected veteran status, disability, or any other characteristic protected by law or USC policy. USC will consider for employment all qualified applications with criminal histories in a manner consistent with the requirements of the Los Angeles Fair Chance Initiative for Hiring ordinance.

“All newly-appointed faculty must successfully complete a background screening as a condition of employment. If your background screening has not been successfully completed by the time your assignments begin, you begin work upon our written authorization and will be compensated accordingly. However, should your background screening be unsuccessful, your employment will end immediately and you will be paid for all time worked.”